THE AUTOMATIC
AND EFFICIENT
WAY TO KEEP YOUR
POOL CLEAN.

The Ultimate Built-in
Pool Cleaning and
Circulation System.

Our system
sy
is completely
pressu
pressure safe. We guarantee it!
The MagnaSweep®
agnaSweep® system is built flush into your
pool floor
oor, steps
steps, benches and spa
spa. The system is
barely visible, and you do not need to lift a heavy,
unsightly cleaning apparatus in and out of your
pool in order to swim safely. MagnaSweep works
365 days a year, allowing you to enjoy your pool
and swim when you want to.

This system provides a simple
solution for high maintenance
pool cleaning.
MagnaSweep is a series of nearly invisible pop-up
cleaning heads built into the floor and steps of
the pool and spa. As part of your pool’s circulation
system, MagnaSweep requires no extra pump or
electricity. Clean, filtered water is returned to your
pool through the MagnaSweep water valve that
automatically directs the water flow. The water is
then directed to a series of cleaning heads that
rotate 360º to clean the interior of your pool. The
powerful jets of water sweep dirt and debris into
suspension to be removed by the skimmer and
main drain. As the cleaning heads begin returning
flush to the pool floor, the next series of heads
will pop up to continue cleaning and circulating
filtered water throughout the pool. This cycle will
continue as long as the pump and filter are on.

Good water circulation is
the key to maintaining
a healthy pool.
If pool water is not completely circulated, it may
not be properly sanitized. MagnaSweep keeps
the water in your pool in motion. Proper pool
circulation is vital in maintaining healthy pool
water. With MagnaSweep, you can be assured of
continuous and systematic circulation.

MagnaSweep is custom designed
iﬁcally
ll for
f your pool.
l
speciﬁ
Each system is laid out by factory design engineers that
place all equipment to work with maximum efficiency.
The pool builder follows this clear layout plan during
installation, assuring each pool owner a customized,
highly effective system.

Choose MagnaSweepSelect™
for the best value.
If you want maximum cleaning and minimal
maintenance, you may
want to consider the
MagnaSweepSelect.
It consists of the
MagnaSweep system
plus the patented
QuikSkim™ venturipowered skimmer and LeafVac™
afVac™
debris removal system.
QuikSkim increases
surface skimming
through the power of the
venturi. LeafVac utilizes the
he
pool pump suction to remove
heavy debris that is deposited
into a canister, conveniently
located at the equipment
pad. No additional external
power is needed.

The safety of your family and property is always our
We have designed MagnaSweep to
primary concern.
co
first and foremost. Other systems may require
be safe firs
old-fashioned pressure relief valves which could fail
or require maintenance. This may allow the system
to build up a dangerous pressure overload. With the
MagnaSweep system, dangerous pressure spikes are
eliminated, creating a safer pool environment.

Periodic maintenance is
greatly reduced.

HEATED DISTRIBUTION

CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTION

THE MAGNASWEEP ADVANTAGE

Our built-in cleaning system
is so technologically
advanced that we
guarantee it in
writing. It requires
no internal or external
screens to be cleaned. Periodic
maintenance is nearly eliminated,
resulting in more time for you
and your family to enjoy your new
pool.

IN-FLOOR HEATED
WATER CIRCULATION

IN-FLOOR SANITIZED
TOTAL CIRCULATION

Activated cleaning heads popup and sweep the pool with
powerful jets of clean water.

When the cleaning
cycle is complete, the
heads return flush to
the interior surface.

IT IS EASY TO ENJOY YOUR POOL
WHEN YOU HAVE THE CLEANING
POWER OF MAGNASWEEP.

CONVENTIONAL WATER DISTRIBUTION

6-Port Low
Profile Water
Actuated Valve

Surface debris is automatically
removed by the pool’s skimmer
or the QuikSkim Venturi
Powered Skimmer.

The truly innovative AVSC (Anti-Vortex
Single Channel) Drain provides exceptional
benefits when combined with the patented
MagnaSweep system.

Debris From AVSC Drain

To Cleaning
Heads
From
Skimmer

IT’S EASY TO HAVE CLEAN,
CLEAR AND HEALTHY
WATER WITH THE
MAGNASWEEP® SYSTEM.
Save Time and
Money
With MagnaSweep, in-floor cleaning
and proper water circulation are
combined into one highly-efficient
system.

Virtually
Maintenance
Free!

MagnaSweep
Oﬀers a Lifetime
Warranty

MagnaSweep is self-cleaning and
only limited, periodic product
maintenance is needed.

Our Lifetime Limited Warranty is a
valuable offer that we extend to our
customers. Ask your dealer about
MagnaSweep’s coverage.

Built-In Quality
Guaranteed
MagnaSweep is permanently built-in
flush to the interior surface of your
pool. There is no need for suction
side, hose-end cleaners that are
always in your way.

Your Authorized Dealer Is:

Safety First
There are no old-fashioned pressure
relief valves needed and no pressure
spikes will damage your equipment.
With MagnaSweep, you always know
that you are swimming in a safe and
healthy pool environment.

Custom Designed
Your MagnaSweep System will
be designed professionally by
the manufacturer for your pool’s
individual needs.

Ask about our
full line of innovative,
automated pool products.

The Ultimate Built-in
Pool Cleaning and
Circulation System.

800.851.8492
Tel: 602.256.6935 Fax:
602.532.4896
3750 West Indian School Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85019
www.aamfg.com
U.S. Patent Numbers: 3405733; 4322860; 4466142; 4501659; 4523606;
4570663; 4828626; 4907610; 5107872; 5750022; 6022481; 6189556;
6325087; 6419840; 6539967; 6971588 and other patents pending.

